Icra '07: Sintesi introduces Open Control for Open Minds
Sintesi SCPA is an independent industrial company which combines the Italian National Research Council (CNR) know-how with the industrial experience of partners and Shareholders, some of the main leaders in the automation and mechatronic applications world market. Since our foundation we have been combining both young and experienced professionals in order to accelerate the development process of our in-house technologies and our clients and partners systems.

Our ability to integrate mechanical, electronic, computer and physical sciences constitutes our uniqueness: we are specialized in the development of mechatronics components and solutions based on control, measure and simulation technologies. Particularly, we conceive, test and implement open control systems, measuring sensors and new design concepts.

Thanks to the synergy of measure, control and simulation – fundamental components of any innovative mechatronic system – we are able to develop performing solutions with a superior value for money.

Following this approach, together with our clients we design advanced systems based on their expertise and our technologies that allow to increase their applications efficiency.